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ABSTRACT 
For each of several invariants P defined on M,,, the vector space of n-square 
matrices over a field, we determine the set of m-linear transformations 9 : X y&-+&f, 
which satisfy P($( X,, , . . , X, )) = P(X, X,) for all X,, . ,X, E M,. Example: every 
multilinear determinant preserver is a product of linear determinant preservers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field, M,(F) the algebra of n-square matrices over F. The last 
80 years have seen a great deal of effort devoted to determining, for various 
choices of an invariant P, the set of linear transformations + : M,(F)-+M,(F) 
which satisfy 
pJ@w)=w) for all X EM”(F). (1) 
(See [4] for a recent survey.) The purpose of this paper is to show that some 
of the most important theorems of this type have direct generalizations to 
multilinear functions on M,(F). Specifically, if P(X) is the determinant, 
rank, or spectrum (set of eigenvalues, including multiplicities) of X, and m is 
a positive integer, we are able to determine (Corollaries 2,3,4) the set of 
m-linear functions + from the Cartesian product x ‘;M”(F) to M,(F) which 
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satisfy 
p (+( Xi,. . .1 x,))=P(x,-~x,) for all x i,...,X,EM”(F). (2) 
If F= C, the complex field, we can also determine (Corollary 5) the form of 
+ in case +( U,, . . . , U,) is unitary whenever U,, . . . , U,,, are unitary. The linear 
(m = 1) versions of Corollaries 2, 3, 4 are well-known consequences of the 
following theorem identifying the linear rank 1 preservers (p denotes rank, a 
denotes spectrum). 
THEOREM 1. (Hua [l], J acob [2], Marcus and Moyls [7]). Zf +:M,(F)+ 
;VZ,, (F) is lineur und 
p(x)=1 - P(dw)=l forall XEM,(F), (3) 
then there exist U, V E M,(F) such that det UVfO und 
@(X) = uxv forall XEM,(F) (4) 
or 
$(X) = uxTv for all X EM”(F). (5) 
COROLLARY 1. A lineur tmnsformution $ : M,,(F)+ M, (F) satisfies one 
of the following: 
(4 det+(X)=detX for u1Z X E A4, (F ), (6) 
(ii) Pb(X))=P(X) forall XEM,(F), (7) 
(iii) u(+(X))=u(X) forull XcM,(F), (8) 
if und only i_f there exist U, V E M,,(F) such that (4) or (5) holds, where U, V 
sutisfy the corresponding condition below: 
(4 det UV = 1, (I-)) 
(ii’) 
(iii’) 
det UV # 0, 
uv= I. 
(10) 
(11) 
The linear version of Corollary 5 is due to Marcus. 
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THEOREM 2. (Marcus [3]). Zf +: M,(C)+M,,( C) is linear und G(X) is 
unitary whenez;er X E M,(C) is unitury, then there exist unitary matrices 
U, V E M,(C) such thut (4) or (5) holds. 
At this point, there is a need to justify our lack of restrictions on the field 
F. Indeed, most of the work in this area has been done for algebraically 
closed fields of characteristic zero. 
There are at least two published proofs of Theorem 1 [7,8] which remain 
valid for fields of finite characteristic. They both, however, make apparently 
essential use of algebraic closure, so the following comment of Marcus [5] is 
needed to remove this restriction. 
Each linear_+ : M, (F)+M, (6’) has a unique linear extension +’ : M, (F)+ 
M,(F), where F is the algebraic closure of F. Furthermore, if + is a rank 1 
preserver, then so is +‘, and we have U, V E M,,(F) such that det UV#O and 
(4) or (5) holds. It is then a simple matter to prove the existence of (Y, p E F 
such that 
aWV-,,(F), 
Therefore, (4) or (5) holds with U replaced by LYU/CKP E M,,(F), V replaced 
by ,BV E M,(F), and the argument for Theorem 1 is complete. 
Finally, Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 1 by easy field-independent 
arguments [e.g., see [8] for (i)]. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let +i,. . . , $,: A4, (F)+M,,(F) be linear transformations of the form (4) 
or (5) (det UVZO), let u be in the set S, of permutations on { l,...,m}, and 
observe that the m-linear function + : X YM, (F)+ M, (F) given by 
@(X ,~...~X,)=~,(X,cl,)~,(X,(z,)...~,(X,(,)) (12) 
for all X 1,. . . , X, E M, (F) satisfies 
@,)=l 
p(X,)=n, iY/ 1 - P(d&...> x&$)=1, i=l,..., 111. (1:3) 
According to Theorem 1, the converse is true when m = 1. According to our 
main result, Theorem 3, the converse is true for every positive integer m. 
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THEOREM 3. If a multilinear function C#I : X yMn( F)-+M,( F) satisfies 
(13), then there exist nonsingular matrices Vi, Vi E M,,(F), i = 1,. . . ,m, and u 
permutation u E S,,, .such that + is given by (12), where 
&i(X) = uixvi forall XEM”(F), (14) 
or 
q+(X)= qxTv, for ull X EM,(F), (15) 
i=l ,...,m. 
Some of the consequences of Theorem 3 are as follows. 
COROLLARY 2. An m-linear function C$ : X ;"-I&( F)+ M,,( F) satisfies 
det+(X I ,..., X,,,)=det(X,...X,,) for all X,, . . . , X,WM”(F) (16) 
if and only if there exist a permutation u E S, and m+ 1 matrices 
i:,, c,, . . . , U,,, k 34,,(F) such that het( U,,U, . . . UJ =‘i and either 
@(X 13...3Xm)= ~OXO,,,~,X,,,,~,... u,-lX,,,,U, 
for all X, ,..., X,,,ELZ/~~(F), or the formula for + can he obtuined from (17 
replacing -some or all of the matrices X, by their respective trunsposes. 
(17) 
‘) bY 
COROLLARY 3. An n-linear function $I : X ',"M" (F)+M,(F) satisfies 
P($(X,,..., x,,J=P(x’I-+L~ for ~11 X,,..., X?nE~~"(F) (18) 
if and only if there exist matrices U, V E LIP,, such thut det UVfO and 
0(X 1,...) x,,,)=ux,~~~xT,,v for all x,, . . . ) 4n EM” (F) (1% 
or 
@(X ,,“‘, x,,)=c’(xl...x,,,)Tv for all X,, . . . , X,,+M,,(F). (20) 
COROLLARY 4. An m-linear function + : X yM,,( F)+ M,,( F) satisfies 
e($(X,,..., x,,))=a(X1~qJ for all X,,..., X773 EM, (F) (21) 
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if and only if there exists a nonsingular matrix U E M,,(F) such that 
44X l,***,xJ= ux,-x,u-’ for all X,, . . . , X, E A4,, (F) (22) 
or 
@(X I,...,xm)= U(X,. . .xyu-’ foraZZ X, ,..., X,EM,(F). (23) 
COROLLARY 5. An m-linear function + : X YM” (C)+M, (C) is such thut 
44X 1,. . .,X,) is unitary whenecer X,, . . .,X, E M,,(C) are unitary if and only 
if + has one of the forms gicen in Corolhry 2, where U,, . . . , U,,, are unitary. 
3. PROOFS 
Most of the effort to establish Theorem 3 will be expended in the proof 
of the following lemma, a “normalized” version of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. Zf $: X;“M,(F)-+M,,(F) is an m-linear function satisfying 
(13) and 
position j 
$J(Z ,..., z,k.z ,...) Z)=X forall XEM,,(F), j=l,..., m, (24) 
then there exists a permutntion (I E S, such that 
@(X 1,. . . ~Xtn I= X,(,)X,(,). . Xo(m, ford Xl,..., X,EM,(F). (25) 
REMARK. Let F’ = F (x, y,x), the rational function field in three indepen- 
dent commuting indeterminates x, y,z over F. We will often take advantage 
of the fact that each m-linear + : X yMn(F)+ M, (F) has a unique m-linear 
extension Q’ : X TM” (F’)-+M,, (F’), which we will continue to denote by +, 
and furthermore, that if either (13) or (24) holds, then it continues to hold for 
matrices over F’. 
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is an induction on m which requires that 
the cases m = 1,2,3 be treated separately. 
m = 1. The lemma is without content. 
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rri= 2. We are given a bilinear function + : M,(F) X Mn(F)+Mn(F) satis- 
fying 
p(X)=1 
p(Y)=n i 
* P(~(x,y))=l=P(~(y,x)), (26) 
@(X,1)=X, (27) 
$11, Y) = Y, (28) 
for all X, Y E L,(F), and we are to prove that 
$(X,Y)=XY for all X, Y E M, (F), (2% 
or 
@(X,Y)= YX for all X,Y EMn(F). (30) 
Let Ei,, 1 < i, j < n, he the usual basis of M,,(F). First we claim that for 
each Eij, either 
(Q(x,Eii))k2=() when XEM,,(F), kfi, (.‘31) 
or 
(+(X,Eii ))kl=’ when XEM,,(F), lij. (32) 
For if not, then there exist matrices A, B E M,,(F) such that (31) fails for 
X = A and (32) fails for X = B. It is then easy to find a nonzero 2 X2 
subdeterminant of the matrix 
However, by (26) and the nonsingularity of xl + yA + zB, we have 
~(xE,~+~+(A,E~~)++?,E~~)) =p(+(xZ+ yA+zB,Eil)) 
= 1. 
This contradiction establishes our claim regarding (31) and (32). Similarly, for 
211 
(33) 
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each E,,, we have either 
(+tEii> ‘))k,=’ when Y EL21,(F), kii, 
or 
(@lEij, ’ ))kl=’ when Y EM”(F), l#j. (34 
We assume for the remainder of the case nr = 2 that (32) holds for i = 1, Z = 2; 
our conclusion will be $(X, Y) = XY. ‘4 g r ruments similar to those which 
follow lead from the remaining possibility, that (31) holds for E,i = E,,, to the 
conclusion $(X, Y) = YX. 
We assert that (32) and (33) hold for every Eij. If (34) were satisfied by 
Eii= E,,, we would have +(E,,,E,,)=O, and (27) and (28) would permit the 
computation 
a singular matrix. However, (26) implies that the function 
maps rank 1 matrices to rank 1 matrices, so Theorem 1 implies that 
+(I+ E,,,Z+ E,,) is in fact nonsingular. Thus, (33) holds for Eij = E,,. From 
the fact that for any A E M,(F), the matrix 
has rank 1, we conclude that Ei, satisfies (32), i = 1,. . . , n. Examining the 
rank of 
&ITZ+A,E,+ Eii) 
in the same way shows that every Eii satisfies (32). Since Eli = E,, satisfies 
(33), similar arguments will guarantee that every Ezi, and finally every Eii, 
satisfies (33). 
We have demonstrated the existence of scalars qikl such that 
O(Eil, Ekl I = %jklEda l<i,j,k,l<n. (35) 
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Next we use (27) and (35) to compute 
Therefore, 
In other words, 
+(X>E,,)=X& forall XEM,(F), k=l,..., n. (36) 
If k# 1, let S E M,,(F) be the matrix obtained from I by adding row 1 to 
row k, and define $’ : M,(F) X M,, (F)--+M,(F) by 
#(X,Y)=S@(S-‘xs,s-‘ys)s-’ 
It is easy to check that all our assumptions about + [viz., (26), (27), (28), (32), 
and (33)] continue to hold when + is replaced by +‘, thus 
$‘( X, Eii ) = XEii forall XEM,(F), i=l,..., n, (37) 
and we have, for any X E M,,(F), 
XE,,+dXE,, )=+(X4,) ++(XE,,) 
=+(X4,+4,) 
= s -‘~‘(sxs -l,JQs 
=S-‘(SXS-‘E,,)S 
= XE,, + XE,,. (38) 
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We conclude from (36) and (38) that 
@lx> 5, ) = X4,> 1 < k, 1< n, 
and the case m = 2 is complete. 
m = 3. The function 
(X Y)++(X, Y,Z) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, m = 2, so [recalling F’ = F (x, y,z)] 
c$(X,Y,Z)=XY for all X, Y EM, (F’), (39) 
or 
c#a(X,Y,Z)=YX forall X,YEM,(F’), (40) 
and similarly for the functions +(I, Y, Z) and $(X, I, 2). 
If, for example, we have (39) and 
~(X,Z,Z)=XZ forall X,ZEM”(F’), (41) 
then for any nonsingular X E M,,(F’), applying Lemma 1, m = 2, to the 
function 
(Y,Z)+X-‘@(X,Y,Z) 
yields 
C$( x, Y, 2 ) = XYZ for all Y,Z EM,(F), (42) 
or 
$(X,Y,Z)=XZY for all Y, Z E M, (F’). (43) 
If (42) holds for every nonsingular X, then it holds identically in X, Y, Z 
since the nonsingular matrices span M,(F’), and this case is done. Otherwise, 
there exists a nonsingular matrix A, which may be assumed to be over F, 
such that (43) holds when X = A. It then follows that (43) holds for every 
nonsingular X E M,(F), and hence for every X, since an assumption to the 
contrary, say for X= B, means that neither (42) nor (43) can hold for 
X= XA + yB. Thus, (39) and (41) lead to the desired conclusion. 
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Some of the remaining choices for +(X, Y, I), +(X, I, Z), and +(I, Y, Z) can 
be handled similarly. In fact, apart from an inconsequential permutation of 
the arguments of 4, there is only one exception, viz., 
4(X,Y,Z)=XY forall X,Y EM,(F’), (44) 
4(I,Y,Z)= YZ for all Y,Z EM,(F), (45) 
and 
4(X,I,Z)=ZX for all X,Z EMn(F’). (46) 
The proof of Lemma 1, m = 3, will be completed by deducing a contradic- 
tion from (44), (45), (46), and the given properties of 4. 
Take any nonsingular B E A4, (F’), define & : M,,( F’) X A4, (F’)+M, (F’) 
l,Y 
and observe that (44) and (45) imply 
By Lemma 1, m = 2, 
or 
and we conclude that either 
or 
4(X,B,Z)=XBZ for all X, Z E A4, (F’), (47) 
4(X, B, z ) = BZB ~ ‘XB for all X,Z EM,(F’). (48) 
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If we set B = xl + y Y, where Y E M,(F) is nonsingular, then (47) is impossi- 
ble [set x = 1, y = 0, contradicting (46)]. Thus, (48) holds for B = xl + yY, and 
we obtain (set x = 0, y = 1) 
c#B(X, Y,Z) = YZY -'xy for all X,Z EM”(F). (49) 
Similar arguments imply that whenever Z E M,(F) is nonsingular, 
c$(x,Y,z)=zxz-‘YZ forall X,YEMn(F). (50) 
The obvious inconsistency of (49) and (50) is the desired contradiction. This 
completes the proof for nz = 3. 
m > 3. We proceed by induction on rtl. The cases m = 2,3 guarantee the 
existence of a permutation u E S, such that 
position i posltlo” j 
1 1 
O(L..., I, xi, z )...) I, x1, z )...) I) 
I 
XiXi forallXi,XjEM,(F) ifaP’(i)<aP1(j), 
= XiXi forallXi,XiEM,(F) ifuP’(i)>u-l(j), (51) 
l< i,j<n, iii. 
It then follows from the induction hypothesis that 
for each i = 1,. . . , m and for all X i, . . , X,, E M,,(F). Consider a fixed nonsin- 
gular X,. The function 
also satisfies the induction hypothesis, so we have a permutation r E S,,_ 1 
such that 
m-1 
@(X0- l(l)MXo-‘(m)) x;l= II &j,. (53) 
i=l 
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Extending the domain of 7 to {l,.. ., m} by defining I = m, (53) implies 
@(X l>...> x,,,)= ii XoT(i). (54) 
i=l 
Only if 7 is the identity is (54) consistent with (52), so 
@ix p**.JJ= ii Xc(j) forall X,....,X,_,EM,(F). (55) 
j=l 
Since X,,, was an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, (55) holds identically in 
X X,, I,“‘> and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is again by induction on m. First apply 
the induction hypothesis to the function 
obtaining a permutation 7 ES,_, and nonsingular matrices U,, Vi E M,,(F), 
i=l ,...,m-1, such that 
$4x ‘L,, l,“‘, z)=~&l,)~~~ Ll(X,(m-1)) (56) 
for allX,,...,X,_, E M,,(F), where c#+ is given by (14) or (15), i = 1,. . . , m - 1. 
Next, define +,:M,(F)+M,(F) by 
for all X E M,,(F); by Theorem 1, there exist nonsingular matrices U,,,, V,,, E 
M,,(F) such that $,, is given by (14) or (15). Now, if we extend the domain of 
7 to (l,..., m} by setting 7(m) = m, then the function (p’ : X YM” (F)+ M,,( F) 
given by 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1. Thus, for some u E S,, we have 
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hence 
Renaming the functions s#+ and matrices U,, Vi establishes (9), and the proof 
is complete. H 
Proofs of Corollaries 2,3,4. In each corollary, the “if” part is obvious. 
For the “only if” parts, it is easy to show (using, say, Theorem 1) that an 
m-linear function $ satisfying (16), (18), or (21) must also satisfy (13), so 
Theorem 2 can be applied to give the form (12). The task thus becomes one 
of determining which of the functions (12) satisfy each of the conditions (16) 
(18), or (21), and since the arguments are essentially the same as the linear 
case, we omit them. H 
Proof of Corollary 5. It suffices to show that + must satisfy the hypothe- 
ses of Theorem 3, for then the matrices U,, . . ., Urn thereby obtained are 
easily shown to be unitary. We will prove the case m=2, omitting the 
straightforward induction on m required to complete the proof. 
If U E M,(C) is unitary, then the function 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, so 
Pkwy))=P(y) for all Y EM,(C). 
Since the subdeterminants of +( U, Y) are polynomials in the entries of U, it 
follows from a lemma of Marcus and Gordon [6, Lemma 11 that 
P($(X Y)) <P(Y), 
and similarly, that 
P(G(X y,) <P(X) 
for all X,YEM,(C). Now, let A,BEM,(C), p(A)=n, p(B)=l. Choose 
C E &I”(C) such that p(C) = n - 1 and B + C is unitary. Then p(+(C,A)) < 
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p(C)=n-1, p(+(B,A))(p(B)=I, and 
n =p(Q(B + C,A)) 
G p(~@,A)) +&#@A)) 
<1+n-1 
= n. 
Therefore, p($(B,A)) = I, and similarly, p(+(A, B )) = 1. n 
The a&or would like to thank Dr. Morris Newnwn for sez;erul enlighten- 
ing disczcssions of this materid. 
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